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Dear Jemal 

My last training video received over 1000 views. This one is the best yet - by far. It's 48 
awesome minutes! I'll be the first to admit that one of the most challenging tasks as 
funding expert is to come-up with great proposal ideas. However, when you apply one 
of the two simple methods like i do, great ideas always get born...always! The secret is 
to exploit the group dynamics of your team or of your organisation and clients effectively 
by respecting theirs and your time.  

To help you take advantage of group dynamics and come up with great proposal ideas 
that lead to successful proposals for funding, I've created this special FREE video.  

LOOK. Some people will sit and watch an hour of TV or browse in web or in 
sports/news sites and all that happens for them is they feel more bored. On the other 
hand, this is an hour of TRAINING that will improve your business as a funding expert 
as well as your lifestyle. So watch it! Comment on it! Share it!  

You'll discover: 

 the 7 myths in exploiting successfully european funds 
 Why the current methods and practices fail in coming up with great proposal ideas 
 How to exploit the brain of your colleagues and/or your clients and come up with 

excellent proposal ideas 
 Two ways in developing great ideas that lead to successful proposals in european 

funding (this strategy will be the talk of the funding industry for months) 
Click the image below (or this link if image not visible) to access the FREE video 
instantly! 
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Enjoy the training, Expert! 
  
Nikolaos 
Founder of Funding Expert Academy, Creator or FET™(Funding Expert 
Transformation) formula 
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